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Connolly, J. M. & Lentz, P. J. (2002). *Bridging the Gap: Teaching Students to Write Resume Objectives that Meet Employers’
Needs. Association for Business Communication National Conference, Cincinnati, OH.


Research Reports

Other Research


**Honors/Awards**

2017: Francis Weekes Award of Merit, Association for Business Communication. The Association for Business Communication's Executive Committee gives this award annually "to acknowledge, foremost, contributions to the profession, and to recognize outstanding advancement in the discipline of business communication through a singular accomplishment or a series of accomplishments.” The accomplishment for which I received the award is the position paper that I wrote on the ideal academic environment for business communication instructors. While I wrote the position paper with three co-authors, I was recognized for my leadership on the project and for being the primary writer and researcher..

2014: Pearson Award for Innovation in Teaching with Technology, Association for Business Communication.

2014: Association for Business Communication, Meada Gibbs Outstanding Teacher-Scholar Award.

2010: Desire2Excel Award Nominee.
Desire2Excel Award Nominee, Desire to Learn. (July 12, 2010). Nominated for a Desire2Excel award for the presentation with Nancy Hanson-Rasmussen, "Tell Me a Story: Digital Storytelling for Teaching and Learning" at the annual FUSION 2010 conference.

2008: Faculty/Staff of the Month, National Residence Hall (NACURH, Inc.).
National Residence Hall (NACURH, Inc.) Faculty/Staff of the Month (April 2008). A student-nominated award for faculty commitment to students.

2008: Certificate of Recognition for Contributions to Students, UW-Eau Claire Student Support Services Program.